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Brief Description 
MONOpack LT is a high performance, low cost, highly integrated stepper motor controller for 2 phase stepper motors 
with up to 2500mA coil current. Based on the TRINAMIC TMC453 stepper motor controller it allows a very wide 
stepping frequency range and fast positioning using S-shaped ramps. It can be used stand-alone or with the RS 232 or 
RS 485-Interface. Configuration data is stored in an on board EEPROM. A step-/direction input is available as option. 
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1 Technical Data of MONOpack LT 
 
Ramp profile: Automatic S-shaped ramps for positioning with programmable parameters for bow, 

acceleration and velocity. 
Alternatively continuos rotation using linear ramp profile for acceleration. 
Automatic reference search 

 
 
Stepping frequency: Full step frequencies from mHz to MHz with 14 bit dynamic range per movement 
 
 
Step type: Microstepping resolution 25, 32, 50 or 64 for 
 5000, 6400, 10000 and 12800 Steps per rotation 
 
 
Current control: Programmable acceleration-dependent motor current 

Programmable stand-by current reduction 
 
 
Interfaces: RS 232 or RS 485 with 9600 Baud (RS485 is ordering option) 

Step-/Direction 5V differential up to 2.5 MHz (ordering option) 
On-board or external poti for stand-alone velocity and acceleration control or as general 
purpose input in remote control operation 
Configuration data is stored in on-board EEPROM 

 
 
Protocols: Simple-to-use RS232 terminal with interactive guided ASCII plain text control 

Features 24 bit signed position resolution 
 
 
I/O-Lines: Stop right and stop left, reference switch (5V Schmitt trigger inputs) 
 
 
Power supply: 7 to 40 V DC operating, 45V max. 
 ca. 100mA standby; typ. <1A, max. ca. 2.6A, depending on motor type and voltage 
 Constant current (chopper, ca. 33 kHz), motor driver thermally protected 
 
 
Motor Type: Bipolar 2-phase motors 
 
 
Temperature Range: Up to 85°C with reduced current or forced cooling of board 
 
 
Dimensions: W: 140, D: 130, H: 45 mm 
 
 
CE-Conformity: Please note, that the MONOpackLT is meant as a module, and the user has to provide for 

CE-conformity of his system, if required 
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2 Getting started 

2.1 Control via RS 485 or RS 232-Interface 
The RS 485 interface is a bi-directional 2-wire interface and can handle up to 255 slave devices in half-duplex mode. 
The RS 232 interface can be used accordingly, however it is not possible to connect multiple transmitters to the 
receiving line. The baud rate is pre-configured to 9600 baud and uses 8 bit, no parity, one stop bit. 
 
The address of the unit can be set via the terminal program. 
 
RS 485 requires a simple protocol to change the transmission direction. The MONOpack LT handles it as follows: After 
power-on the device is in receive mode. To address it, first send a carriage return code followed by the slave address 
(default=65) and then the characters needed for input, e.g. a “?” for help. The slave address has always to be 
preceded by a RET (hex 0D) or LF (hex 0A) code. For RS 485 the MONOpack LT waits for a transmitter switch-over time 
of at least 10 ms (user defined) before it switches the transmitter to send mode and replies to a command. As soon as 
the reply is over (it ends with a CR code), the direction is switched over to reception again after a maximum of 10ms. 
The device stays addressed, until a RET or LF is received. The RET following a parameter input does not change the 
addressing state.  
If you use multiple RS 485 devices on a bus, be sure to either set the addresses outside the standard terminal 
characters, or otherwise always send a character after the RET following a parameter input, which does not address any 
other device, e.g. ASCII code 32. 
 
RS 485 Example:  
User Adressing RS 485 device “33” Setting V value Start rotation Query actual velocity unaddressing 
Send <CR>#33 V5234<CR> D v <CR> 
Receive    v= 5234<CR>  
 
If the RS485 mode is set, the address is displayed after power on. 

2.2 Selecting motors 
When selecting motors, consider stepper motors with the lowest inductance possible, i.e. low coil resistance, to obtain 
smoothest running and the maximum possible rpm. On the other hand low coil resistance lowers the torque. Therefore 
you should choose the motor with the lowest inductance possible which delivers the desired torque at a coil current of 
approx. 2000 mA (one coil on), or 1500 mA (both coils on). This still leaves room to overdrive the motor in acceleration 
phases. Highest possible operating voltage of the PACK results in high rpm also. Use a motor for 1500 to 2000 mA 
(both coils on) if highest performance is desired. Use a motor for lower current if less performance is desired. This will 
dramatically reduce power consumption.  
 
Attention  
- Never exceed the motor current limits for your motor for an extended period of time. This could result in motor 

overheating. 
- Do not connect or disconnect the motor with power on! This could damage the power drivers. 
 

2.3 Setting up the unit for operation 
To set up the MONOpack LT for operation, first attach the interface cables, start a terminal program on the computer, 
then power the unit on. The control LED starts blinking. Now set the motor current for your stepper motor, as 
described under current control. To store your motor parameters write them to the EEPROM (key “W”) and enable the 
EEPROM (key “E”). 
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Before attaching the motor, first power down the unit. Power up again. Now you can start the motor to rotation, e.g. 
by pressing “D” and adjust the acceleration and velocity parameters as well as the frequency range. To change the 
frequency range, stop the motor, and then choose a parameter which is higher or lower,  e.g. “F05”. Increasing the 
value by one leads to half the rotation speed. If these control values are set you can write them to the EEPROM (by 
pressing “W”). Now you are ready to go for positioning applications! 

2.4 Stand alone operation 
The MONOpack LT can be used as stand-alone-controller for constant rotation controlled via the internal or an external 
potentiometer. To prepare the operating parameters, first set the required maximum acceleration and velocity as 
described above. Then write it to the EEPROM using the command W and enable the EEPROM using the command E. 
Then set the stand alone mode DIP switch and control the rotation direction using the direction DIP switch. The velocity 
will not be changed while the potentiometer is turned, but as soon as it is standing still. During this time the poti 
change LED signals that values are changed. The unit will not react to small changes of the poti, so that noise of the 
AD conversion does to not lead to unstable motor behavior. To be sure that an application is not susceptible to ADC-
noise, set the desired velocity via the EEPROM parameter and turn the poti to maximum value. 
 
When the motor has been stopped by a stop switch (if enabled), it can be restarted by changing the velocity value, e.g. 
by shortly bridging the potentiometer using an external switch! 

2.5 Using the Step-/Direction interface 
available as ordering option 
 
When the MONOpack LT is used as smart power driver, it has to be pre-configured using the serial interface, to drive 
the motor according to the signals on the step-/ direction interface. Microstep resolution and motor current can be set 
for this mode. The MONOpack LT does an automatic 2 step current control, to provide standby current reduction. 
Whenever the motor is driven with more than 1 step per second, the current is raised to the v>0 current set via the 
menu command “J”. The bottom control LED shows this state. When no change of position has occurred for at least 
one second, the current is lowered to the v=0 standby current (command “I”). The step input can handle impulses as 
short as 200 ns. The direction input has to be valid with the rising edge of the step pulse. A positive direction signal 
means rotation left, a negative signal means rotation right. The stop switch inputs have no influence on the motor, but 
can be queried via the interface. The other settings have no meaning in this mode. Set SW1 to OFF for this mode. 
 
 

External control
for Step- /Dir-
Option

5VOut

Step_NI

Step_I

GND

DIR_NI

DIR_I

GND

Step pulse

Direction

AM26C31 or similar

Transmisson line

2 steps CW CCW step

th tl

tdh tds

step

 
 
Parameter meaning min. required value unit 
th step impulse high time 200 ns 
tl step impulse low time 200 ns 
tds direction setup time 50 ns 
tdh direction hold time 200 ns 
tl+th time between two steps 400 ns 
 
The interface can be driven with standard 3 or 5 volt drivers. If a differential signal is not available, bring the inverting 
inputs to half logic level voltage and drive the non-inverting inputs with your control signals. 
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3 Programming the MONOpack LT 
The programming interface uses plain text and can be controlled with a standard ASCII terminal. The MONOpack LT 
has an integrated help function which shows the possible commands. 

3.1 Calculation of step frequency and acceleration 
The microstep frequency for a given parameter set can be calculated as follows: 

f
clkstep vff +⋅= 152  

 
When driving linear ramps, the microstep acceleration rate can be calculated as follows: 

f
clk afa ⋅+⋅= 2242 2max  

 
fclk is 11.0592MHz 
f is the divider setting and can be parameterized (range 0..15) 
v is the velocity of the motor (range –8191..+8191) 
amax is the acceleration setting 
 
These formulas refer to the microstep frequency, i.e. depend on the microstep resolution used. Divide the values by the 
actual number of microsteps, to get the result in fullsteps/second for v, resp. fullsteps/second^2 [1/Hz²] for a. 

3.2 Current control 
The maximum coil current for the MONOpack LT can be set in steps of 900mA (33%), 1800mA (66%), and 2700mA 
(100%) using hardware jumpers. The default setting is 100%. A fine adjustment in 256 steps is done by software. 
 
Jumper Imax 1 2 3 4 Comment
100% 2700 mA ON ON ON ON default 
66% 1800 mA ON ON OFF OFF  
33% 900 mA OFF OFF OFF OFF  
 
The motor current setting for the software parameters is calculated as function of the desired current I: 
J = I / Imax * 255 
 
J is a factor which can be set per software in the range of 0 to 255. It is controlled dependent on the acceleration and 
velocity, allowing the user to set a standby current (key “I”), constant velocity current (key “J”) and acceleration 
current (key “K”). The best microstepping performance is yielded, when you use the lowest possible current setting for 
the jumpers, so that the acceleration current can be set as near as possible to 255. Set the other currents lower as 
required. However, the unit can operate in the 100% setting for all motor types down to a few 100 mA also. For 
reliable operation under all conditions be sure, not to set the current higher than 2500 mA. 
 
The jumper settings can only be modified when the unit housing is opened. It is advised to attach a sticker to the 
device if the jumpers are set differently. 
 
Remember that the coils are driven using a chopper control. Thus the supply current of the unit does not represent the 
motor current! 

3.3 Default values 
To set the unit to default values, disable the EEPROM and power the unit off an on. The values are as on the following 
screen shot. 
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3.4 Menu commands 
 
Monopack Lite  V1.2      (C)TRINAMIC Microchips GmbH 2000 
 
? for help 
 
>? 
 
Vxxxx = VMAX (range 0 to 8191) (8191) 
Axxxx = AMAX (range 1 to 8191) (100) 
Bxxxx = BOW  (range 1 to 8191) (10) 
Fxx   = Frequency Range 0=max. 15=min. (7) 
I/J/Kxxx = Current (range 0 to 255) for v=0, v>0, a>0 (100, 200, 255) 
 
Sx..x = Distance/Target (5000) 
Mx    = Stop Mode 0=no, 1=hard, 2=soft (0) 
N/O   = Find Sync1/0 Pos 
G     = Auto Ref Search 
Px..x = Set Pos 
D/R/T = Drive Velocity / Relative Move / Target 
+/-   = Direction (1) 
H/X   = Halt / Stop and Clear Error 
 
Cx= Control Mode 0=std, 2=Step/Dir (0) 
Yx= Protocol 0=std, 1=min, >2=RS485 (0) 
Zx= RS485 Address (65) 
Ux= Microstep Res 0=25, 1=50, 2=32, 3=64 (0) 
E = Enable/Disable EEPROM 
W = Write to EEPROM 
 
d,f,v,p,s = Display values 
> 
The box shows the Monopack LT power on message and the help text 
 
Command Explanation Output RS232 Conditions 
A1 ... 
A8191 

Set acceleration value  value < 256*V 

B1 ... 
B8191 

Set bow value  value < 256*A 

C0, C2 Control mode C0=Standard 
C2=external step-/ direction control  

  

D Drive with velocity set via V value <old V>_to_<V>  
d Display ADC values ADC1:_<0..400>__ADC2:_<0

..400> 
 

E Enable / Disable EEPROM Enable_EE / Disable_EE  
F0 ... F15 Set operation frequency range  Motor stands still 
f Display TMC453 FIFO filling FIFO_Fill:_<0..7>  
G Automatic reference search algorithm 

The algorithm uses several internal 
commands. A reference point offset can be 
specified by the S setting, otherwise S has 
to be set to 0. 
This command is not available before V1.2. 

0_to_<-V> 
>n=_<refsw off pos> 
><-V>_to_<V> 
>n=_<ref position> 
<V>_to_0 
>OK 

+/-: reference 
search direction  
S: signed offset 

H Motor halt with nominal acceleration <V>_to_0 Motor in D-mode 
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I, J, K I: Motor current setting for motor stopped 
J: Motor current setting for constant 
velocity phase, or in step-/direction mode 
when motor moving  
K: Motor current setting for acceleration  
 

 If not used directly 
after power on, 
use H or X 
command after 
each one to avoid 
FIFO overflow. 

M0, M1, M2 Set stop mode: 0=no stop 
1=hard stop 
2=soft stop for rotation modes, hard stop 
for R / T command 

  

N Find reference switch position for switch 
going to close 

0_to_<V> 
>n=_<switch pos> 

+/-: direction;  
ref. switch open 

O Find reference switch position for switch 
going to open 

0_to_<V> 
>n=_<switch pos> 

+/-: direction;  
ref. switch closed 

P Set actual position   
p Display actual position p=_<actual pos>  
R Relative move in the actual direction <pos>_to_<new pos> 

 
S is positive; 
+/-: direction; 
Motor stands still 

S-8388608 
... 
S16777216 

Set target position for move, resp. relative 
distance, resp. offset for reference search 

  

s Query stop and reference switches 
STOPR is bit 0, STOPL is bit 1, SYNC is bit 2 

s=_<0..7> +/-: direction 

T Move to target position in the actual 
direction 

to_<position S> +/-: direction; 
Motor stands still 

U0, U1, U2, 
U3 

Set microstep resolution: 
0=25, 1=50, 2=32, 3=64 Microsteps 

 Motor stands still 

V1 ... 
V8191 

Set velocity value   

v Query actual motor velocity (not in step-/ 
direction mode) 

v=_<-8191..8191>  

W Write all settings to EEPROM 
The settings will be loaded on power up, if 
the EEPROM is enabled. 
Does not store the actual position. 
The EEPROM allows for ca. 100000 write 
cycles only. 

Write_EE  

X Motor full stop 
Be careful when driving at very high speeds 
– could cause voltage overshoot on the 
supply 

Motor_stop  

Y0 ... 
Y255 

Set protocol mode and RS485 timing: 
Y0=Standard RS232 protocol 
Y1=RS232 protocol without echo and 
prompt 
Y2..Y255: RS485 protocol. Direction switch 
over time delay time for transmitter on is 
5..10ms for 2, 10..15ms for 3, ... 40..45ms 
for 9 

  

Z33 ... 
Z255 

Addressing code for RS485 protocol 
Be sure to set to a code, your terminal 
program can send. 
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3.5 Moving the motor 
Starting a constant rotation 
• Set the frequency range as desired, e.g. F05<CR> (use uppercase letters to set parameters!) 
• Set acceleration and velocity 
• Set the desired motor direction by pressing + or – 
• Use the command D to start rotation, H to stop 
 
Driving a number of steps / to a desired position 
• Set the frequency range as desired 
• Set bow, acceleration and velocity 
• Set the desired motor direction by pressing + or – 
• Set the number of steps resp. the target position, e.g. S5000 for one rotation of a 200 fullstep motor. For relative 

movements use a positive argument, for target positions you can enter values in the range –8388607 to 8388607 
• Press R to drive a relative number of steps, T to drive to the target position (note: the ramp can not be started 

while the motor is in rotation) 
 
Note: The position wraps around, when the signed 24 Bit addressing range is exceeded, but this is no problem for the 
movement. 

3.6 Finding the reference position 
Automatic reference search using the SYNC input 
The MONOpack LT has got an automatic reference position search function optimized for linear axes. 
• Set the motor parameters V, A and F as desired 
• Switch the stop mode to off (M0) or to soft stop (M2) 
• Set the motor direction to “-1” if the reference point is in counter clockwise direction, otherwise “1” using + or – 
• Specify a reference point offset using the target position value set by S: positive offset means the reference point is 

shifted to clockwise direction 
• Enter G: Now the MONOpack LT looks for the switch state: If the reference switch is pressed, it drives away from 

the switch until the switch is opened. The position is displayed. Then it accelerates in direction of the switch and 
stops as soon as the reference switch (or the stop switch, if enabled) is found. The position is displayed and stored. 
As soon as the motor has stopped again, the actual position is set to its new value, which is calculated as:  

 
new_position = actual_position – reference_switch_position – reference_point_offset 
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Finding the reference position using the SYNC input 
• Make sure that the SYNC input is in the opposite state (e.g. by driving away from the reference position) 
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• Set the desired motor direction by pressing + or – 
• Use N or O to find the positive/negative going edge of the SYNC switch. The position is displayed as soon as SYNC 

changes to the desired polarity (n= x..x). These commands are equivalent to the rotation commands. 
• Stop the motor using H (only if the SYNC switch is not identical with one of the stop switches) and wait until the 

motor stands still (v=0) and use p to get the actual position. 
• Use P to modify the actual position to the calculated new position. 
 
Finding the reference position using the STOP inputs 
• Drive the motor in the direction of the STOP switch using a low velocity, which allows the motor to use a hard 

stop. (Use the hard stop mode, because it finds the position more exactly than soft stop.) 
• As soon as the motor has stopped (v=0) use P to set the position counter to the desired value. 

3.7 Additional control settings 
Changing the current control values 
• Press I, J or K to set each value.  
• To avoid a FIFO overflow press D or H after each command. This will enable the new setting. 
 
Stop switch setting 
The STOP switches can be used to: 
• abruptly stop the motor (with the danger of loosing steps): setting M1= hard 
• softly slow down the motor (not available in the ramp mode R or T: identical to M1): setting M2= soft 
 
Microstep Resolution 
The microstep resolution can be set to 25, 50, 32 and 64. A microstep resolution of 25 means, that a standard 200 
step per revolution motor can be positioned to 5000 different positions. 
Use command Ux to change to the desired value. Changing the resolution will modify the actual motor position and 
thus the reference position may not be valid afterwards! Change the resolution only while the motor stands still. 
 
Interface commands 
• Y0 is an interactive monitor based command interpreter 
• Y1 leaves away all control outputs and does not echo the received characters 
• Y2..Y9 is the same as Y1 but uses RS485 switch-over timing (delay time for transmitter on is 5..10ms for 2, 

10..15ms for 3, ... 40..45ms for 9) and RS485 addressing. Larger values are possible. The transmitter off delay time 
is fixed 5..10ms. 

• Z33..255 sets the RS485 Address. The default is 65, corresponding to ASCII “A”. The actual setting is displayed 
after power on, if the device is in RS485 mode. 

 
Display values 
• v displays the actual velocity. It can be used to check if a movement is finished. 
• f displays the command-FIFO filling of the TMC453. If the value is larger than 1, new commands could lead to an 

FIFO overflow. 
• p shows the actual position. The counter starts from 0 after power on. It can be used to check if a movement is 

finished or has been stopped by the stop switches. 
• d shows the current values of the analog input channels 
• s shows the actual STOP switch and SYNC input state (STOPR is bit 0, STOPL is bit 1, SYNC is bit 2) 
• If overheating or short circuit of the drivers occurs, the message “Overload” appears, until the failure is cleared. 

This is also signaled by the upper control LED stopping blinking. On power down the message can appear several 
times, because of the undervoltage condition. 

 
Range for bow and acceleration 
The following limits apply for bow and acceleration setting: Do not set the bow higher than about 20 times the 
acceleration value. Do not set the acceleration higher than about 20 times the (minimum required) velocity value. The 
bow parameter is only used for ramp commands “R” and “T”. Setting a high bow value increases the positioning 
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speed, while a low bow value smoothens the acceleration ramp. The duration of the bow phase can be calculated as 
follows (compare to the acceleration and velocity formula): 

)2/(1max/256 15 f
clkbow fbowat +⋅⋅⋅=  

3.8 Error Conditions 
The MONOpack LT is protected against output short circuit conditions, undervoltage and overheating. The device 
prompts “Overload”. The drivers are disabled for a short time until the error condition becomes cleared. If overload 
conditions occur momentarily, check the motor current setting and the motor connection and check the power supply 
voltage for spikes.  
 
Note that these protection measures cannot completely protect the device from motor-disconnection during power-on 
(except when driver current is set to 0), because of the high voltages generated by the motor coils during 
disconnection. 

3.9 Known Problems 
In the existing firmware revisions up to 1.2 very slow positioning speeds occur with the “R” and the “T” command, 
when position differences of 2 to 15 steps are driven after a change of the direction. As a workaround, the user should 
avoid these low differences, or, when a direction change has occurred and a displacement of 2 to 15 steps is to be 
driven, first drive only one step and then the remaining 1 to 14 steps. 
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4 Connector assignment of MONOpack LT 
Connector assignment

(top view)

External control

5VOut

Step_NI
Poti1In/
Step_I

GND

DIR_NI
Poti2In/

DIR_I

10K

10K

Configuration

SW1: ON=stand alone

SW2: ON=rotate CCW

SW3: ON=Poti 1 internal

SW4: ON=Poti 2 internal

SW6: ON=RS485
100 Ohm Terminator

11: N.C. RS485_I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2: TXD N.C.

3: RXD RS485 GND

5: GND RS485_NI
+V (7..40V)

GND

Poti Velocity
for stand alone

Poti Acceleration
for stand alone

Vel

Accel

PHA-1

PHA-2

PHB-1

PHB-2

Interface

Stop switches

Motor

Power supply

Reference

Stop R

GND

GND

Stop L

Current

upper: LED OK / Error
lower: LED Poti change

J1
J2

J3
J4

RS232 RS485

open housing to
change

 
 
Stop and Reference switches 
The stop switches and the reference input are configured for fail-safe opener switches. There is an 11K pull up resistor 
to +5V in the MONOpack LT to bring the input high. An additional external capacity can be used to filter noise on the 
lines if the cables to the switch are very long. The reference switch can be used additionally or can be connected to one 
of the stop switch inputs, as shown. 
 
Motor connector 
Phase (coil) A of the motor is wired to connectors PHA1 and PHA2, Phase (coil) B to PHB1 and PHB2. 
 
Attention: Do not connect or disconnect the motor with power on! This could damage the power drivers. 
 
Power supply 
The supply voltage shall never exceed 45V and should be below or equal 40V for operation.  
Attention: If you use a regulated power supply, set the current limit higher than the max. motor current. The supply 
needs a sufficient decoupling capacitor of some 1000µF. Otherwise malfunction could occur. 
 
Interface 
The RS232 interface uses a 9-Pin 1:1 cable to connect to the PC RS232. 
 
Connectors 
Suitable connectors: Type Weidmüller BLZ5.08B with screws, or BLZF5.08B with tension clamp connection. 
 (http://www.weidmueller.de/).  
They can be ordered for example at RS-Elektronik part 403-875 for the 2 pin power connector. 
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4.1 Power Supply considerations 
The figure below shows multiple motor driver/controller devices connected to a common power supply. The power 
supply can be any stabilized or unstabilized module, able to deliver the total current of all devices.  
 

+Supply

GND

Power supply

Clamping
Zener

Po
w

er
 s

up
pl

y 
bu

s
Fuse

Bus
Capacitor

1m max.

Motor driver unit

Motor driver unit

 
 
It must be ensured, that even with minimum load and maximum mains voltage the maximum supply voltage rating of 
no unit can be exceeded.  
 
A zener diode to clamp regenerative energy flowing from the motors back to the motor drivers is sometimes required. 
If the supply voltage can come near to the maximum supply rating of one of the units, this zener diode will be 
necessary.  
 
As a thumb rule, the bus capacitor should provide 1000 µF per Ampere of required total motor current per device. 
 
Fusing should be between the power supply and individual power bus capacitors. This allows the fuse rating to be 
adapted to the individual requirements of a single module to provide maximum protection.  
 


